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Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) low altitude remote sensing system is a new
technique for acquiring remote sensing data. Since UAV has the advantage of low cost,
mobility, fast response, real-time, high resolution, take photo under the cloud. It
becomes one of the powerful supplements of traditional satellite remote sensing and
man-machine airborne remote sensing, and has gradually become of the research hot
spots of photogrammetry and remote sensing, computer vision, image processing,
environment monitoring and other fields. This technology is suitable for low level
high resolution image real-time acquisition; it has incomparable superiority to
conventional remote sensing technology in regional, physical and severe remote
sensing applications. Since the payload of UAV is very limited, it only carries
ordinary digital camera, and the area of the image taken by ordinary digital camera is
limited. So fast UAV remote sensing image stitching technology is the important
prerequisite of UAV remote sensing technique can be utilized in emergency response.
Therefore the research on low-altitude aerial image fast stitching has important
theoretical significance and broad real application prospects.
Based on a comprehensive survey of the current image stitching technology, we
found that the traditional method has slow matching speed, low robust to perspective
transform and severe error accumulation problems. We focused our research on robust
binary feature descriptor, perspective invariant image matching algorithm, error
accumulation elimination algorithm. Our major works and contributions are as
bellow:
1. In order to solve the slow speed of the traditional floating-point feature
descriptor based image matching algorithm, we proposed a new binary feature
descriptor based image matching algorithm CBDF(Compressed Binary
Discriminative Feature). For the FAST feature extraction method has edge point
response and multi-response problem, we first use the Harris corner point response















remove the multi-response points. This performance allows us to generate stable
FAST feature points. FAST feature points are extracted on the multi-scale pyramid
images to make the algorithm have scale invariance. We generate our binary feature
descriptor by comparing the gradient statistics information. In view of the dimension
of the original descriptor is too long, this paper designed a kind of improved LDA
algorithm to reduce the dimension of the descriptor. The experimental results show
the advantage of our method.
2. To improve the generate speed and robustness of CBDF, we proposed a novel
image matching method based on integral image and modified AdaBoost method.
Firstly, we divide the feature point surrounding image patch to rectangular blocks. By
using integral image, we extract the gradient of each sub-block, and then build our
binary descriptor by comparing these statistic information. To further improve the
discrimination of this descriptor, we use a multi-gridding and multi-support region
strategy. An improved AdaBoost method is finally used to enhance the discrimination
of this descriptor, meanwhile to ensure that RBFD is compact. Experimental results
show that RBFD descriptor has quick extract speed and also has stronger robustness
than CBDF algorithm.
3. Aiming to solve the poor robustness to perspective, a perspective invariant
binary feature descriptor is proposed. We deduced the homography between images
with different viewpoint by using the collinearity condition equation. By using this
matrix, we simulated the different point distribution mode under different viewpoints.
Then we build the multi-viewpoint descriptor for a single point. This performance
make our method perspective invariant. Experiments on three different kinds of
images show that our method improves the method’s robustness to viewpoint changed
images.
4. In view of the discrete sampling does not guarantee than the matching result is
optimal, and the direction given method has poor performance on rotated image















transform the viewpoint estimation problem into an optimization problem, and using
the adaptive particle swarm optimization algorithm to solve this problem.
Experimental results show that our method improves the algorithm's robustness to
view changed images.
5. To solve the error accumulation problem on sequence image stitching, a
hierarchical stitching strategy is proposed. We first discussed the accumulative error
of the sequence image stitching deeply, based on the analysis of the symmetric and
asymmetric error, we proof than the image stitching quality can be improved at least
more than double by dispersing the cumulative error uniformly. In view of the overlap
rate of UAV remote sensing image is too high, and a large number of redundant image
exists, a key image selection measure is proposed. By using this measure we eliminate
the redundant images.
To sum up, this thesis aims at construct a fast image stitching technique. CBDF
algorithm for image registration and RBFD binary feature descriptor are proposed, we
also designed a binary feature descriptor for large viewpoint changed image matching
and optimized it with APSO method. Finally through the selection of key frames and
the hierarchical matching strategy, we achieved the fast image stitching. Experimental
results on UAV remote sensing image database show that our methods can improve
the performance of image matching and stitching, comparing with the current
algorithms. Our research results can also be used in target recognition, image retrieval,
etc.
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